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Abstract The capability to determine the FCC-ee centre-of-mass energies (ECM) at the ppm
level using resonant depolarization of the beams is essential for the Z line shape measurements, the W mass and the possible observation of the Higgs boson s-channel production. A
first analysis (Blondel A et al Polarization and centre-of-mass energy calibration at FCC-ee.
arXiv:1909.12245) demonstrated the feasibility of this programme, conditional to careful
preparation and a number of further developments. The existing simulation codes must be
unified; the analysis and design of the instrumentation must be developed; and a detailed
planning must be developed for the simultaneous and coordinated operation of the accelerator, of the continuous polarization and depolarization measurements, and of the beam
monitoring devices, ensuring a precise extrapolation from beam energies to centre-of-mass
energy and energy spread.

1 Introduction
A unique feature of circular lepton colliders is the precision with which the beam energies
can be calibrated by means of resonant depolarization (RD). A cornerstone of the FCC-ee
physics program lays in the precise (ppm) measurements of the W and Z masses and widths,
as well as of lepton forward–backward asymmetries around the Z pole. The possibility of a
measurement of the s-channel e+ e− → H cross section is also under study.
In an extensive report [1], the FCC-ee Energy Calibration and Polarization working group
showed that transverse polarization of the beams can be obtained around both the Z pole
and up to the W pair threshold. The RD provides an instantaneous precision on beam energy
that can be as good as ±1 ppm at the Z energies, and serves as basis for a running mode
where such measurements are made about 5 times an hour on pilot bunches for both electrons
and positrons. The very long polarization time can be mitigated with dedicated asymmetric
wigglers to be used for about 1 h at the beginning of physics fills, to polarize the pilot
bunches at a level of 5–10%, before being turned off for filling the main colliding bunches.
Data taking on a set of values of ECM  2 × Ebeam associated with half-integer spin tunes
νs = Ebeam /0.4406486 was shown to be consistent with the physics goals, without significant
loss of precision.
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Fig. 1 Left: Higgs boson line shape. The e+ e− → H cross section is shown as function of ECM. Black: at tree
level; blue including initial state radiation; red (and magenta): adding the effect of a 4 (or 8) MeV ECM spread.
Right: monochromatization. Top, the standard scheme with additional opposite sign horizontal dispersion in
both beams. The average boost of the centre-of-mass varies with the x-coordinate, so the knowledge of the ECM
spread requires to make the measurement of the boost distribution as function of x. Bottom: a chromatization
scheme in which ECM depends on the x-coordinate

Requirements and feasible concepts for the polarization
wigglers, polarimeters and the RF


depolarizer were outlined. Extracting ECM = 2 Eb+ Eb− cos α2 , where α is the beam crossing
angle, requires corrections for beam energy variations, RF acceleration and energy losses due
to synchrotron radiation and beamstrahlung. These corrections can be made precisely enough,
provided the RF accelerating system is located in a single location of the ring. Dimuon events
e+ e− → μ+ μ− , recorded in the detectors, provide with great precision α, the centre-of-mass
energy spread, and the difference between e+ and e− beam energies. Beam–beam offsets bias
ECM and must be corrected actively. Further monitoring to minimize both the absolute error
and the relative uncertainties between the different energy settings were discussed. Elements
of a program of further simulations, design, R&D and some operational requirements were
outlined.
In this essay, we first complete the previous work by addressing specific issues related to a
possible run on the Higgs resonance. Then, we present a list of the main remaining challenges,
required studies and associated tools, R&D and tests that will need to be performed in order
to make sure that this unique but challenging set of endeavours can be successfully prepared
and executed.
2 A first look at beam energy monitoring issues for the Higgs resonance e+ e− → H
run
FCC-ee offers the unique opportunity to access the electron coupling to the Higgs boson
[2,3]. Fig. 1 shows the cross section for the resonant production e+ e− → H as a function
of ECM. The Higgs boson is very narrow (4.2 MeV width in the SM), much smaller than
the ECM spread (100 MeV) of the machine. The maximum cross section is only 1.6 pb
(for a vanishing energy spread). This experiment requires to achieve simultaneously high
luminosity and reduction of the ECM spread by a monochromatization scheme [4,5]; we
assume this daring challenge to be realized in the following.
A successful run at the Higgs resonance requires a similar set-up as for the Z scan, with
additional specifications.
1 The ECM setting must be exactly the Higgs boson mass within a fraction of the Higgs
width, and cannot be chosen to avoid spin resonances. The 2020 value of the Higgs mass,
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125.1 GeV, corresponds to a spin tune of νs = 141.95, unfortunately close to an integer
value. A solution was proposed by Oide [6]: shift the electron (resp. positron) beam
energy by ± 220 MeV (resp. ∓ 220 MeV), i.e. half a unit of spin tune, thus obtaining the
same ECM but (different) spin tunes, both closer to a half integer. The e+ − e− relative
energy difference is smaller than that incurred at high energies from the saw-toothing in
the arcs and should be straightforward to implement.
2 The ECM must be known at all times to a fraction of the Higgs width. While the
demand on the average value is less constraining than for the Z mass (100 keV) or
the W mass(300 keV), the requirement on the stability is 20 times stronger. Fluctuations
due to ground motion [1] amount to ±90 MeV per beam at the Z resonance for the earth
tides alone. Assuming the same optics are used, this would result in ECM variations of
±250 MeV at the Higgs—or, at tidal variation maximum, up to 2 MeV/min. This can be
corrected by constant adjustments of the RF frequency, using a good model of the energy
variations guided by a follow-up of the beam energy with the resonant depolarizations.
The development and benchmark of the energy model should take place during the Z line
shape runs.
3 Similarly to the Z and W run, the ECM spread must be determined from experimental
input. This can be done, as in [1] (section 8.1.3), using the distribution of centre-of-mass
longitudinal boost determined from muon pairs; relative values of ECM can also be monitored using the invariant mass of muon pairs. The exact requirement and performance
will depend on the specific monochromatization scheme (Fig. 1) and on detector performance. For the standard monochromatization scheme using opposite sign horizontal
dispersion (A in Fig. 1) the average centre-of-mass boost varies across the bunch while
the ECM spread is reduced; theses variations and reduction must be measured by dividing the sample of muons along the horizontal axis—the vertex resolution of ±3µm is
much smaller than the horizontal beam size. For a luminosity of 2.1035 /cm2 /s and a
high-mass muon pair cross section of 10pb, the ECM spread should be measurable with
a relative precision of better than 10% in 20 equally populated x-bins in less than about 3
h; measuring ECM in each of so many bins with a precision of ±2 MeV will take a few
days. For the scheme where different values of ECM are spread along the x-axis (B in
Fig. 1), the boost remains constant along the x-direction, while the average energy varies.
In either case, the measurements of the variation of the centre-of-mass boost, ECM and
ECM spread across the bunch will verify the proper realization of monochromatization;
this is essential for the interpretation of the e+ e− → H physics result.

This experiment should be scheduled after the Higgs run, since the Higgs mass must be
known, and preferably be developed with the Z machine at the Z pole where statistics of
muon pairs is 300 times higher. The ECM monitoring requirements are quite subtle and more
stringent than for any previous measurement, and will require careful preparation. The main
challenge remains to obtain high luminosity and monochromatization level simultaneously.

3 Challenges ahead
Beam polarization at FCC-ee relies on the Sokolov–Ternov effect [7]. Polarization time at
the Z pole is 256 h. The time needed for the beam to reach 5% to 10% polarization, assumed
sufficient for an accurate depolarization measurement, is between 14 and 29 h. By introducing
for instance 8 properly designed wigglers with B + ≈ 0.57 T this time is reduced by about
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a factor 10. At the W pair threshold, the Sokolov–Ternov polarization time being 14 h, the
time needed to reach 10% polarization is 1.6 h and wigglers are therefore not needed.
FCC-ee demanding beam parameters require an extremely well corrected machine. It has
been shown [1] that large polarization is achievable at the Z pole as well as at the W-pair
threshold where special corrections of spurious vertical dispersion and polarization axis may
be needed, which however are not expected to deteriorate collider performance.
An important aspect to be studied is the effect of the beam–beam tune shift. Non-colliding
bunches will be used for monitoring the beam energy through resonant depolarization (see
Sect. 3.3). As they miss the extra focusing lens seen by the colliding bunches (beam–beam
incoherent tune shift is expected to be about 0.1 per IP), their tunes will be different and they
may land on a spin–orbit resonance or even on the integer resonance. We can imagine that
some compromises have to be done to insure the survival of the non-colliding bunches and
their polarization.
3.1 Beam polarization optimization and simulation tools
Closed orbit simulations have been performed by using MADX. The relative files have been
translated into SITROS [8] language for polarization calculations. However, SITROS does
not have the same MADX capabilities. Therefore, an effort for integrating polarization computations into MADX has been recently launched within the FCC-IS context. Spin tracking
is also being included in BMAD toolkit [9,10]. Integration of the spin calculation in the
same set of simulations as luminosity calculations on realistic models of the machine will
be essential for developing independent tuning knobs for polarization and luminosity, for
optimizing the performance, and calculating possible energy versus spin tune biases.
3.2 Polarization wigglers
The choice of wiggler location, parameters and number results from the need of decreasing
polarization time keeping the beam horizontal emittance, energy spread and additional energy
loss within limits. Although it will be impossible to operate them with a full machine because
of the excessive synchrotron radiation, a detailed design of the wigglers, especially concerning
the management of the 900 KeV critical energy photons, is needed. However, we do not expect
this to be a critical issue.
3.3 Polarization operation
Without wigglers bunches need 29 h at the Z pole energy to reach 10% polarization. Colliding
bunches lifetime being about 1 h (Bhabha scattering limited), non-colliding bunches will be
used for energy calibration. Polarization operation could look as follows. Some hundreds
non-colliding bunches with a somewhat reduced population (Nb ≈1e10), their lifetime being
limited by Touschek effect, will be first injected with wigglers switched on until polarization
reaches between 5% and 10% when wigglers will be switched off and the remaining bunches
injected. Monitoring the energy by targeting one different bunch each 10 min, there are about
17 h during which the newly injected non-colliding bunches can reach the needed polarization
without wigglers. Operation is much relaxed at the W-pair threshold where wigglers are not
needed and the Touschek effect less severe.
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3.4 Sources of ECM biases
Depolarization occurs when spin precession and depolarizing field frequency are in resonance. Due to the high precision required in the determination of the CM energy, a number
of factors must be considered, keeping in mind that the energy measured by resonant depolarization is the average beam energy over the accelerator. A first analysis of various sources
of systematic errors is found in [1].
Effects related to possible beam energy drifts during the physics run (main dipole field,
horizontal orbit and corrector settings, machine circumference, RF phasing), call for a frequent energy monitoring (≈ each 10 min) and the development of models for interpolation
as done at LEP.
The relationship νspin =aγ between spin tune and relativistic γ factor holds only for a
perfectly planar ring without solenoids. For FCC-ee the effect of the experiment solenoids is
negligible.
Momentum compaction dependence on energy, non-vanishing vertical closed orbit and
electric fields non-perfectly aligned to the beam orbit also break the relationship. The impact
of orbit effects can be evaluated through simulations and preliminary studies indicate that
they are sufficiently small for the well corrected orbit required by luminosity operation.
The impact of the momentum compaction chromaticity depends upon energy spread and it
results particularly large for colliding bunches which at 45 GeV have a factor three times
larger energy spread due to beamstrahlung. From the machine model, the relative systematic
error introduced by this effect is about 2.5e−6 for both Z pole and W pair threshold.
The beam energy is azimuth-dependent due to synchrotron radiation, RF stations and
wake fields. The average beam energy will be therefore different from the beam energy at
the IP. The correction of these effects requires a good knowledge of the guiding field (10e−4
is sufficient and achievable) and an evaluation of the additional synchrotron radiation due to
the finite closed orbit.
The energy loss related to the dominant resistive part of the longitudinal impedance can
be measured resorting to the orbit dependence upon bunch intensity at Dx  =0 locations. The
achievable accuracy for FCC-ee must be evaluated.
Other effects which introduce systematic errors such as energy-dependent particle densities at the IP, counter-rotating bunch fields and longitudinal space charge have negligible
effects.
3.5 Control of opposite-sign dispersion and collision offsets
This effect has been extensively documented in [1]. An offset between colliding beams affects
the CM energy if the dispersion of the two rings has opposite sign. For parasitic effects, the
CM energy error is
√
Δz ∗ σ 2
Δ s = − 2 E ΔDz∗
2σz E 0

z = x, y

ΔDz∗ and Δz ∗ being the difference of the dispersion of the two rings at the IP and the beam
offset, respectively. The effect is particularly severe in the vertical plane. Based on simulations
it is σ D y ≈ 10 µm. At the Z pole, it is
√
|Δ s| = 0.048 × |Δy ∗ ΔD ∗y | [keV]/[nm]2
Assuming ΔD ∗y =10 µm, to keep the error below 100 keV the average vertical offset between
the two beams must be known to ≤ 0.2nm, i.e. about 0.6% of the vertical beam size.
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Due to the required accuracy, this is one of the most challenging aspect of the ECM
determination at FCC-ee. A way forward is to investigate diagnostics allowing control of the
beam–beam offsets and the measurement of residual dispersion and the interaction point. This
will allow ECM shifts to be reduced and monitored, but should also benefit the optimization
of luminosity. The following methods for the IP collision monitoring have been suggested.
1 Luminosity scans in the vertical direction, possibly using fast luminosity monitors, can
be used to maximize the luminosity. The precision will depend upon the possibility to
explore large excursions. The required frequency of this somewhat intrusive technique
will in turn depend on the achievable precision.
2 Colliding-beam offsets result in measurable beam–beam deflection at the beam collision
frequency, which can be picked up with the beam position monitors.
3 Another possibility is to measure high-energy photons from radiative Bhabha scattering
or beamstrahlung at the collision point: calorimeters could be situated in the first bending
magnets downstream of the IP; movements of the spot of zero angle high energy photons
emitted in the collisions constitute a sensitive indicator of collision offset, and might be
more practical than luminosity scans.
4 Shifts in the position of the high-energy photon spot, or in the amplitude of the beam–
beam deflection, would indicate residual vertical dispersion each time the RF frequency
was modified to follow the ground motion.
5 It was signalled in [1] that the effect in the horizontal dimension is difficult to scan.
The methods designed in Sect. 2 to monitor the monochromatization, together with the
detection in the experiments of movements of the collision point upon changes in the RF
frequency, might be operational for such monitoring and should be further studied.
6 The actual crossing angle can be very precisely measured in the experiments [1] both in
x and y, and may shed light on this question.
The points 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 above are intrinsically passive methods which should be further
investigated. The whole set of diagnostics and procedures should be devised and integrated in
the control system with the aim of becoming as automatic as possible and carefully recorded.
3.6 Depolarization, kicker and operation mode
For a perfectly flat storage ring, the resonant depolarization frequency corresponds to the
average of the beam energy over the ring and over the electron population of the bunches.
The measurement is described in [11]. One of the issues that was raised in the study is the
fact that the resonant frequency corresponding to beam energy is not the only possible one,
its synchrotron side bands can also cause depolarization, leading to a possible mistake in the
true measurement by, e.g. one or several synchrotron tune. The effect is particularly visible
at the WW threshold energy (80 GeV per beam) where the larger energy spread excites the
synchrotron resonances. Simulations showed that the way the excitation frequency is swept
has an impact on the result and that, while the resonance is strong and unambiguous at the
Z energy, it appears weak at the W threshold energy and best is to sweep the frequency in
small steps, interleaved with precise polarization measurements as was done for the LEP
measurements (Fig. 2). Given that the depolarization signal at W energies is a weak relative
depolarization of 4%, it is clear that further optimization of the process will be necessary.
It is also hoped that the precision can be improved to better than the statistical precision
of O(200 keV) on the W mass measurement. In particular, it should be verified that the
depolarizer that was proposed (the LHC transverse kicker) is of sufficient strength.
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Fig. 2 Simulation of a frequency sweep with the depolarizer on the Zpole showing a very sharp depolarization
at the exact spin tune value. At the WW threshold, the energy spread is too large to perform a wide frequency
sweep, progressing in little steps is required

In conclusion, the resonant depolarization process and its sensitivity to the energy spread
and synchrotron tune should be further studied to optimize the procedures and the machine
settings. The precision obtainable at the W threshold energy should be clarified and, if possible, improved.
3.7 Polarimeter implementation and spectrometer operation
The proposed polarimeters [12] are based on the detection of both photons and e± emitted in
Compton scattering of a polarized laser with the e± beam. The main conceptual parameters
and a possible placement in the rings have been described in [1]. The measurement of the
polarization need not be very precise in absolute scale, but it must be fast and sensitive. Its
main function is to measure the polarization and depolarization of the pilot bunches. However,
it will be important for two other functions.
1. The polarimeter should be able to detect any residual polarization both transverse and
longitudinal, of the colliding bunches, down to a level that cannot affect the physics cross
sections and asymmetries in the physics experiments. This point has not been investigated
so far and should be quantified.
2. The polarimeter also analyses the momentum of the final state e± . This measurement
can play an important role to track the beam energy variations and monitor the relative
point-to-point energy uncertainties, independently of the possible systematic errors in
the relation between beam energy and spin tune.
In addition it offers several by-products. The measurement of the photon beam size and its
movements with RF frequency changes will provide amplified of the circulating beam size
and residual angular dispersion. The difference in scattered photons between the pilot bunches
and colliding bunches will provide sensitive measurements of the beam–beam effects, etc.
On a more practical side, the polarimeter construction presents much work to do and
several challenges which are listed in the following.
– Define electron bunch populations, beam sizes, specify desirable laser spot size and
intensity.
– Specify parameters of the laser (wavelength, repetition rate, intensity, instantaneous and
average power, required precision of laser polarization)
– Specify sizes and rates for the detectors of scattered photons and electrons
– The insertion in the storage ring might be the most delicate of all tasks. After a study of
the possible location given the anticipated synchrotron radiation exposure, the design of
laser ports and mirrors, and of the final state exit ports, in a storage ring where a current
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Table 1 Calculated uncertainties on the quantities most affected by the centre-of-mass energy uncertainties,
under the final systematic assumptions
Statistics
Observable

√
Δ s abs

√
Δ s syst−ptp

100 keV

σ√ s

40 keV

Calib. stats.
√
200 keV/ N i

85±0.05 MeV
–

mZ (keV)

4

100

28

1

ΓZ (keV)

4

2.5

22

1

10

eff × 106 from A
sin2 θW
FB

2

–

2.4

0.1

–

2)
ΔαQED (mZ

3

0.1

0.9

–

0.1

2)
αQED (mZ

μμ

× 105

Bold values indicate the dominant sources of uncertainties

–

–

–

–

of 1.3 A will be circulating will be critical. The transverse mode coupling to circulating
beams must be considered.
The laser light box is the beating heart of the system. The desired polarization states must
first be established, controls and monitoring in synchronization with accelerator bunches
must be foreseen and automatized.
The photon counter must be designed in anticipation of the spot size at all energies, and
be able to deal with both pilot bunches and colliding ones. A movable SR shielding must
be foreseen.
The spectrometer and electron asymmetry monitor will require a dedicated design of the
magnet and of the mechanical alignment, possibly monitoring, of distance between the
scattered e± detector and the photon detector.
The overall data acquisition, the operator interface for input and output of results will
require a good understanding of the operations to be foreseen. A connection with other
polarization-related operation systems (spin correctors, injection, etc.) must be foreseen.

The system of polarimeters is considerably more complex than the LEP polarimeter, and
constitutes a small particle physics experiment in its own right. It could be the object of a
very stimulating worldwide collaboration.
3.8 Point-to-point ECM systematics
We reproduce in (Table 1) the final error table of Ref. [1]. It shows very clearly that the
most meaningful electroweak observables, the Z width and the lepton asymmetries, have
uncertainties governed by point-to-point systematic errors in the centre-of-mass energy calibration.
Two possible levers against these have been listed in [1]. The polarimeter in its spectrometer function, already described in Sect. 3.7 and the direct measurement of the centre-of-mass
energy using the invariant mass distribution of muon pairs. The latter will be affected by
QED effects, which have a non-trivial energy dependence around the Z peak, and constitutes
a considerable challenge for theoretical calculations. Another challenge will be the stability
of the momentum measurement, for which it seems that the most stable fixed candle could be
the measurement of the J/ψ → μμ invariant mass in the large samples of hadronic Z decays
across the Z resonance; this work has started [13].
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4 Conclusions and acknowledgements
The high precision centre-of-mass energy calibration at FCC-ee offers unique opportunities. A number of important challenges have been outlined in view of a technical feasibility
study. Among the most striking ones are: the feasibility of polarization and depolarization in a machine dedicated to high luminosity; the integration of the proposed polarimeter/spectrometer in an Ampere-class machine; the control of collision conditions to reduce
systematic errors; the minimization of point-to-point systematic uncertainties.
It is a pleasure to thank all the authors of [1] for enjoyable collaboration and illuminating
discussions. We look forward to tackle the considerable challenges of historically precise
measurements as a great teamwork between the accelerator and experiment communities.
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